Buying a university education: Real business in the real world

Part III: Service denied

**Professor evaluations online?**

By Joel Nadler

ABSU takes another swing

ABSU, Inc. has released a new version of its online professor evaluation system in its latest attempt to compete with rival online evaluation systems.

The new version of ABSU's system, called "Evaluation Advisor," allows students to rate their professors on a scale of one to five stars, with one star being "poor" and five stars being "excellent.'

The system also includes a feature that allows students to leave comments about their professors, which can be viewed by other students.

"We are very excited about the new Evaluation Advisor," said ABSU president David Smith. "It is a major step forward in providing students with the tools they need to make informed decisions about their education."
The budget crisis ain't over yet

The state expected to collect $710 million in May and June tax receipts, but we'd like to think that the state isn't done penalizing Idaho's students who aren't afraid of work.

The budget crisis ain't over yet. It's normal parking. That's the way it is. We aren't penalizing everyone who pays their tickets.
The Philosophy Department congratulates AMEE N. BROUHAN Philosophy’s SIXTH TOP TEN SCHOLAR joining Marshall High, Aneel Scheyb, Justin Allen, Thomas Minnick and Ravi Gupta

Congratulations to the following Philosophy graduates
Joseph A. Bonner
Curis S. Spiev
Amy K. Stank

Toasts & Roasts! Graduation University of Nevada, Reno

Congratulations to the graduating 2002 BU CAMP alumni. You did it.
Felicidades en tu graduacion!

CONGRATULATIONS to the graduating class of 2002 in the Associate of Science Program in Nursing! We are proud of you and wish you the very best in the profession of nursing.

Andrea, Margaret, Lesley, Sharon and Hilary

Best wishes in your future endeavors.

CONGRATULATIONS MPA GRADS!

Luigi Testa
Peggy Richards
Master of Arts in Communication
Boca Raton Campus

"Congratulations James Taylor, Katie Maclntyre, & Amanda Mengel! If it weren't for your friendship I would have left school long ago. Lots of luck in the 'real world'!" Lori

"Congratulations to all of our hard working and dedicated employees. We wish you the best of luck in all your future endeavors. Again, The Bookstore Staff"

WAY TO GO RESPIRATORY CARE STUDENTS! YOU MADE IT!

AMY BASSET
TERESA BLEWITT
CASSIE HAUETER
JACQUES HEMIN
ELENA ILUVISHA

LESZA ZOPLIN
HERGE MCKEE
CARL REEL

OIT Computing Services would like to honor our student-employee graduates:

Dree Eno,
BBA – Computer Information Systems

Yulia Korobeinikova,
BS – Accounting

Greg Malmen,
BBA – Computer Information Systems

Kelly Riley,
MA – Biology

Michael Sarac,
AA – Computer Network Support

Congratulations to the following Mathematics/Mathematics, Secondary Education 2002 Graduates:

Matthew D. Collins
Laura Edgar Grant
Seth A. Greenfield
Carrington E. Hazes
Jeliet E. Hughes
Mariana L. Roterdio
Gyozo Lorsics
Menthia Ann Sullivan Rice

From the Math Department Faculty and Staff

CONGRATULATIONS to the graduating class of 2002 in the

Assosciate of Science Program in Nursing! We are proud of you and wish you the very best in the profession of nursing.

Andrea, Margaret, Lesley, Sharon and Hilary

Best wishes in your future endeavors.

"Got LUCKY!"

Lisa Bunn

CONGRATULATIONS
Anabel Navarro!

Fiona Bury & Joni
Do tods cuucion a de cresita borsa erwar De quemn mocho

The International Business Programs and The Global Business Consortium in the College of Business and Economics Congratulate our Spring 2002 Graduates in International Business.

Christopher William Caldwell
James J. Hunt
Carrington E. Hazes
Daniel Lee Leavitt
C.P. Luns
Alberto C. Magana
Crystal Ann Howel
Jay Morgan
Indiya Ann Putzier
Katerina Salygina
Katerina Salygina
Pat Davis Schrader
Zonne Sendler
Matt G. Smith

Best of luck for the future! May the world be your oyster!
From the Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff of the College of Business & Economics

Sincere CONGRATULATIONS and enthusiastic BEST WISHES to all students graduating with degrees in:

Accountancy
International Business
Business Administration
Marketing
Computer Information Systems
Management
Economics
Management Information Systems
Finance
Networking & Telecommunications
General Business
Production & Operations Management

The College of Arts and Sciences
Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff
extend hearty CONGRATULATIONS to all graduating students from the following departments:

Art
Mathematics
Biology
Chemistry
Music
Modern Languages and Literatures

English
Philosophy
Geosciences
Physics
Theatre Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies

The College of Education
Dean Joyce Lynn Garrett, Associate Dean Glenn Potter, Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff
express sincere CONGRATULATIONS to all graduates from the following departments:

Counselor Education
Curriculum, Instruction & Foundational Studies
Educational Technology
Elementary Education
Kinesiology

Congratulations to the following Mathematics/Mathematics, Secondary Education 2002 Graduates:
Matthew D. Collins
Laura Ellyn Grant
Seth A. Greenfield
Kipton C. Hanes
Janet E. Hughes
Rolando Hurtado
-Gyozo Lorincz
Melissa Ann Sullivan Rice
From the Math Department Faculty and Staff

College of Social Sciences
Dean, Associate Dean, Department Chairs, Faculty and Staff

CONGRATULATIONS to graduating students from

Anthropology
School of Social Work

Political Science
Military Science

Communication
Sociology

Psychology
Criminal Justice Administration

History
Public Policy and Administration

Best Wishes from
Faculty, Staff, Department Chairs, Dean and Associate Dean

College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Less distracting, more helpful relief this week

By Julie Saporiti
Special to The Arbiter

After interviewing stu-
dents and faculty about real final relief, Student Activities Board (SAB) Chair-
man Ryan Haynes, decided it was time
for some changes. Haynes set about working on a more student oriented aspect of studying. As Student Union, the entire SAB board is able to work towards Finals Relief. Haynes and the other SAB members were involved with studying during Finals, but realized there was room for improvement. Haynes set about working to provide a more student-oriented aspect of Finals Relief. Haynes observed that students' responses to the committee had been favorable. "I think that it may seem that it (computer lab) is Hayes's idea. But it was our idea," Haynes said.

Haynes observed that students' responses to the computer labs have been favorable. "I think that it may seem that it (computer lab) is Hayes's idea. But it was our idea," Haynes said.

The idea for on-site studying was a "brain child," said Haynes. "We thought about the presence of studying and realized sometimes you have a need to get work done. We came up with the idea and put that into action," said Haynes.

Another way Haynes said to look at the idea of Finals week is work with the Student Union. Haynes said the committee "wants to do this Finals relief (site-specific)" but we thought that students weren't getting the informa-
tion out," Haynes said. "So, we scapped up some money and printed 500. Next semester we hope to do 1000."

"We have already been working on the Finals Relief offerings next semester," Haynes said. "We're really excited about doing some work with the new recreation center. Some offers have been discussed, but it may not happen."

"We're really excited about doing some work with the new recreation center. Some offers have been discussed, but it may not happen."

Haynes observed that students' responses to the computer labs have been favorable. "I think that it may seem that it (computer lab) is Hayes's idea. But it was our idea," Haynes said.

Although engineering students, and the Garth Tanisman said the university was in for a tough ride, and the engineering departments were going to take the brunt of the external sources. This will give them a helping hand in their studies. The idea for on-site studying was a "brain child," said Haynes. "We thought about the presence of studying and realized sometimes you have a need to get work done. We came up with the idea and put that into action," said Haynes.

Another way Haynes said to look at the idea of Finals week is work with the Student Union. Haynes said the committee "wants to do this Finals relief (site-specific)" but we thought that students weren't getting the information out," Haynes said. "So, we scapped up some money and printed 500. Next semester we hope to do 1000."

"We have already been working on the Finals Relief offerings next semester," Haynes said. "We're really excited about doing some work with the new recreation center. Some offers have been discussed, but it may not happen."

"We're really excited about doing some work with the new recreation center. Some offers have been discussed, but it may not happen."
Closing Salvo: Some predictions for next year

By Abby Vaughn

Title nine is hurting men’s sports across the nation. Women’s sports are receiving more attention in the media and SEC schools are wrestling, baseball players, track stars, swimmers and weightlifters. These athletes are trying to organize, raising funds from outsiders, and they all state the problem with Title nine, By giving women’s sports an opportunity to have a voice in university decisions, men’s sports suffer. Title nine is hurting men’s sports across the nation.

Unmasking the beauty in each of us

By Sarah Shavit

May 13, 2002
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A Hands

Barbara McEvoy
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The hands of a poet

The morning melody is complex with bongos and a tattered earring. Upon rising, I imagine the失家 members would roll over the floor, eventually becoming lost in the bottom drawer, and finally being lost to the task of finding them.

The hands of a sculptor

They fall in an abrasive way until my body decides to put a stop to it. My hands fold and my words—shredding from the corners of my brain—come together in an attempt to organize, to offer a form of understanding, to make the perfect shape those hands

The hands of a writer

They weight us in an alternative way until my body decides to put a stop to it. My hands fold and my words—shredding from the corners of my brain—come together in an attempt to organize, to offer a form of understanding, to make the perfect shape those hands

The hands of a painter

They fall in an abrasive way until my body decides to put a stop to it. My hands fold and my words—shredding from the corners of my brain—come together in an attempt to organize, to offer a form of understanding, to make the perfect shape those hands

The hands of a musician

They weight us in an alternative way until my body decides to put a stop to it. My hands fold and my words—shredding from the corners of my brain—come together in an attempt to organize, to offer a form of understanding, to make the perfect shape those hands
"Spider-Man" nets big bucks at box office

By David McIlvaine
The Associated Press

(COLUMBUS) — A street-fighting two-seater who spins webs to make Michigan’s all-ballot election process unique

In America’s first all-mail election, voters are not seen at their

Instead, they vote by mail, and their ballots are counted.

This week, the first mail-in election for a mayor, city clerk, and

Sunday, voters in the city of Detroit will cast their ballots

in their mailboxes, and the results will be tabulated on

a central counting machine.

The process is part of a broader trend toward

mail-in voting in municipalities across the country.

Detroit, with a population of about 700,000, is

one of several cities in Michigan that have

adopted this method of election.

Michigan is the first state to use a

system like this on a large scale.

In other states, including California and

Oregon, mail-in voting is already common.

But in Detroit, the move to mail-in voting

is controversial.

Some residents say it’s a way to

dilute their voices and make elections

more difficult.

Others argue that it’s a modern, convenient

way to vote.

Detroit mayor Mike Duggan, who supports

the move, says it will make elections

more accessible to people who can’t

vote in person.

"This is something that’s been talked about for

decades," he said. "It’s finally happening, and I’m

happy about it.

In the past, the city has struggled to get

voters to the polls on election day.

With mail-in voting, he says, more people will

be able to cast their ballots, regardless of their

schedule or location.

"If you’re busy and you can’t get to the
election center on election day, you can vote by

mail," he said.

The city has also been working to expand

polling places, but mail-in voting will allow

people to vote from almost anywhere.

"We’re trying to make it easier, to expand the
"vote center, but you can’t do that every place," he

said. "So we’re going to have to use mail-in voting.

It’s important to make it convenient for people to

vote, because we know how important it is to have

a high turnout.

In the past, Detroit has had one of the lowest
turnout rates in the state.

"We’re trying to change that," he said. "We’re

trying to make voting easier and more accessible.

And mail-in voting is a big part of that."
transcending the trip

FREE DRAFT (CHECKING) ACCOUNTS
How can you beat FREE?

BSU Employees and Full-time Students
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees, unlimited check writing, NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge* ATMs at all three office locations PLUS one in the BSU SUB.
Check out our website at www.capedfcu.org and FREE Home Banking!!!
Call 208-377-4600 or 1-800-223-7283, visit our website, or stop by today.

Capital Educators
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

FREE* ATMs AT ALL OUR OFFICES & IN THE BSU SUB!

WIN $1000 CASH.
TROPHIES AND GIFTS 12 FROM IDAHO WILL BE CHOSEN.

WEDNESDAY MAY 16
BOYDINGTON ROOM
UPSTAIRS- STUDENT UNION
STREETWEAR CASUAL OK!

landproductions@msn.com

$500 COLLEGE CASH ON ALL CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE
$500 COLLEGE CASH ON ALL CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE

FIRST TIME EVER
ALL PRICES SHOPPING

YOUR

$139

CHOICE